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U sing Tasks in Teacbing Practiω: Helping Pre・'serviω Teachers

Learn加 Promo白 Students'Language Use 

JamesHall 

Abstract 

This study investigates how tasks in pre"service teacher education can 

help aspiring teachers learn to promote students' language use in the English 

class. A task is an activity where learners interact in the target language to 

achieve a non"linguistic outcome. Based on W:迎is's仕ameworkfor Task Based 

Lear由ng(1996)， three pre"service teachers conducted a jumble task in 4 

classes at a junior high school. Self evaluation sheets were given ωstudents 

a:fter each class to determine how eft'ective the tasks were in encouraging 

them to use English， and the teachers' discoveries about en∞uraging students' 

language use were revealed也rougha post"prac位cewritten report. Teachers 

dis∞vered出atthe way in which tasks are demonstrated and explained can 

have a signi五.cantimpact on students' language use. 1 propose that when 

using tasks in pre"service tβacher education， the instructor should consider 

choosing the task阻 dmaking the basic outline of the lesson so出atteachers 

can devote more time to practia how to expeditβthe task. 1 also propose using 

an abbreviatβd version of Willis's企ameworkin future practices so出.at

tβachers have more timeωpresent the task and students have the 

opportu出:tyto repeat the task. 

1. 10凶 duction:ARationale for Us泊gτ'asks血 pre園田rviceTeacher Edu岨 .tion

To promote the development of students' communicative∞mpetenωthe 

new Course of Study (Gakushuushi出 uyouzyozI)for English， which is 

scheduled ωbe enacted in 2012， proposes several signi五.cantchanges伽

junior and senior high schools. Among the changes are increasing the number 

of class hours for English in junior high schools (，冴IS)from 105ω140 and 

req山泊ngteachers in high schools但S)to conduct English classes in English. 

With the inぼ easein JHS class hours and the movement for more use of the 

target language in the HS English class， se∞ndary school teachers willlikely 
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have. more chances ω 位ylanguage learning activities that emphasize 

∞mmunication such as tasks. What is a task? Samuda阻 dBygat后 (2008)

de宣neit as follows: 

A taskお aholistic ac位vitywhich engages lan伊 ageuse in order to 

achieve some non.linguistic outcome while meeting a lin郡山tic

chal1enge， with the overall氾mof promoting lan伊 agele紅 白 旦g，through 

process or product or both. (P.69) 

The image this definition conjures is appealing-that oflearners making 

the effortωcommunicate in English with their classmates in order ωachieve 

the task objective， which then helps也emconsolidat后 theirknowledge of the 

lan伊 age出eyused. Nevertheless， a∞:ording to Littlewood (2007)， tasks have 

rarely been used successfully in East Asian ∞ntexts， including Japan. He 

elaborates on the root ofthe problem and proposes a solution: 

Teachers回 ndraw on the ideas and experiences of others but cannot 

simply adopt them as ready.made recipes: they need初仕usttheir own 

voice and develop a pedagogy suitedωtheir own specific situations. 

(P.248) 

Thus if teachers wish ωuse tasks as a meansωpromote students' 

lan伊 ageuse， they must determine how ωadapt them in a way that will 

make也emsuitable for their contexts. One伺 nalso make the ar伊 mentthat 

teacher education should not only in位oduce teaching innovations to 

encourage student language田 ebut also provide aspiring teachers with the 

experience of tryingωadapt them to a speci:fic∞ntext. Being able to do the 

latter will determine the success of the innovation. With出isin mind，也e

au也orintroduced a one day teaching practicum for pre-service teachers 

where they conducted a class at a junior high school ωen∞urage students' 

lan伊 age田 e.This purpose of this study isωexamine how conducting tasks 

canhelp pre司serviceteachers learn how ωpromote students' language use. 
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2.Me也.od

2.1τeacher and Student Participants 

The pre-service teachers in tbis study were three graduate students at 

the author's university who were majoring in English education阻 dwere also 

members ofthe author's graduate semin町 inEnglish language teaching. The 

students participating were 151 se∞nd year students belonging ωaωtal of 4 

classes at the耳目a:ffiJiatedwith出eauthor's u血versity.The証ISEnglish 

teacher ofthese students served as阻 advisorωthe three teachers. 

2.2 sel回出g血 dPlan皿ng也.eLan伊mgeLear凶ngTask

The au也orasked也.eteachersωch∞se a text-based task and after 

much deliberation， they decided ωconduct a jumble task. In a jumble task， 

learners must negotiate in English ωarr阻 gemixed pieces of text inω 出eir

original order. The teachers 

were also asked ωbase也err

lesson plan on W迎is's(1996， 

p.155) Task Based Learning 

(TBυ 企amework(see Table 1). 

The reason why Willis's 

Table 1: W出is'sTBL Framework 

Pre-task 

Task Cycle 

Task Plann血g Report I 

Language Analysis 

企ameworkwas employed was也atit has received exposure in Japan through 

several practical studies on using tasks (For example， see Yoshikawa et al.， 

2008)， and出ereおaJapanese version of Willis's book published by a m句or

Japanese textbook publisher. It was出oughtthat teachers might encounter 

tbis企ameworkafter也eyfi且dfull time employment and that tbis pre-service 

teaching practiωwould be useful in such a c田 e.In W迎is's企amework，也e

objective of pre-taskおtoprepare learners for the task by reviewing relevant 

lan伊 ageor having也emdo a practice version of the task. The task cycle 

ωns臼tsof three stages， a task stage where learners do the task， a pIanning 

stage where learners plan ωrepo此 ωtheclass how也eydid the task and the 

repo此 stage. In the language analysis phase， the teacher conducts 

consciousness raising activities about也evocabulary or g四 mm町也at

appeared in the task. 

The teachers spent appro羽mately4 weeks preparing for their lessons. In 
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the五rstweek， they chose the type of task and made a lesson plan. 1n the 

second week they showed the lesson plan ωthe JHS English teacher who 

gave feedback. After this they叩 entthe remai且derof the second week and也e

third week revising their lesson plan. By the time the final lesson plan had 

been approved by the author， it had been revised 5 times. 1n the final week 

before the lesson， the teachers made teaching materials as well as a 

questionnaire to give ωstudents. Seminar time was devoted to choosing也e

task， revising the lesson plan and making teaching materials. 

2.3 Conducting the Language Learning Task and Collecting Data 

Teachers conducted the 4 classes using tasks on June 30， 2009. The 

teachers taught the classes in pairs where one teacher functioned as the 

primary teacher and the other functioned白血assistant.During the practice， 

the following data was∞llected. First， all the classes were videotaped for la飴r

analysis. Second， students completed a self evaluation sheet in which也ey

answered questions about the extentωwhich they島lttl;tey were able ω 

perform the task in English and wrote a 児島ction.Third， after the teaching 

practice， the author asked the teachers ωw討.tea 5-page‘'letter" to Jane Willis 

to give advia about how tasks can be used in Japanese JHSs. The teachers' 

discoveries about tasks were extracted金omthis repo此阻dthey were asked 

ωdiscuss these discoveries in the sem血町.

Using the above data， 1 will answer the following questions in the 

proaeding section: 1) How did the teachers design the task ωpromote 

students' language use? 2) To what extent did the students use English? 3) 

What discoveries did the teachers make about promoting student language 

use through tasks? Lastly， based on these answers， 1 will discuss the 

implications for using tasks ωhelp pre-service teachers learn ωpromote 

students' language use. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Task FeaturesωPromote Student Language Use 

The goal of the class was for students to use English during the jumble 

taskωorder a text and then to reflect and improve upon the language that 
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也eyused duri且gthe task in the planning and repo此 stages.The 旬achers

conceived ofthe fo11owing task features ωpromo旬 studentlanguage use. 

Tea.ching Ma.ten"aJs -Comprehenslble La.ngua.ge a.nd Visua.JAids 

It was determined that the旬xtfor the jumble task should be new to the 

learners so that they would have ωread it carefullyωorder it. The text used 

was based on the children's picture book砂1vestera.nd必eMa.gic Stone by 

William Steig (1969). Wi也 theauthor's help， the 旬achersrewro旬 thetext so 

that it would be comprehensible for the students侶eeAppendix A). The 

rewr批en旬xt∞nsistedof 98 tokens and 51匂1pes.Ofthese words， 8 had yetω 

appear upωthe c四 entstage of the I目白Ire 1: Cards used伽出e

textbook the students were s加d戸19，I jumble task. 

page 31 of New Horizon 2 (Kasajima et 

al.， 200ω. Howeveζit was likely that 

many of the students were白.miliarwith 

some of these words such as red， rock， 

police， and spring. Furthermore， the 

name of the main character was changed 

企omSylvesterωTaro because it was 

thought that it would be easier for the 

students ωremember. Laminated cards 

for each page of the book were crea旬dso that each card contained a picture 

企omthe story and the旬xt(See Picture 1). Although it was necess訂 γωread

and understand the旬xtωorderthe cards， it was hoped that the pictures 

themselves would provide clues. 

Pre-ta.sk -La.ngua.geA.ssista.na a.nd Demonstra.tion 

To enable the studentsωarr姐 ge也esω可血English，the teachers first 

planned ω旬11students the outline of the stβ巧Tas fo11ows，“T町 ois a donkey. 

He likes stones. He finds a magic stone and then something terrible happens. 

What happens ωTaro? Please put the story tβgether.プItwas hoped that 

grasping the outline would help students process the story in aωp-down 

fashion which would help them arrange the cards in the proper order. 

A丘ergiving the outline of the story， the 旬achersplanned ωteach the 
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new w'Ords and then 

dem'Onstrate h'Ow to d'O the task. 

The 'Objective 'Of the 

dem'Ons位a包'Onwasωn'Ot 'Only 

sh'Ow students h'Ow ωd'O the 

task but als'O sh'Ow English 

expressi'Ons that w'Ould be 

helpfulωd'O task. While the 

teachers dem'Onstra旬dh'Ow ω 

d'O the task they planned ωp'Ost 

useful e却 ressi'Ons'On the b'O町d

(See Picture 2). A武er 出お

dem'Ons仕ati'On students w'Ould 

d'O the task in pぬrs.
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picture 2: Expressi'Ons to help students 

complete the task. 

Planning， A怠'fJortingand Language Analysis to Encourage Future Lan;伊 age

Use 

It was h'Oped that in the p1anning and rep'Ort stages 'Of the task cycle 

students w'Ould learn usefullanguageωbe able ωperf'Orm a similar task in 

the future. 1n the pla且ningstage the students w'Ould be asked to位ansωibea 

part 'Of the dial'Ogue that they sp'Oke in the task stage. A武erstudents 

transcribed the dial'Ogue， pairs w'Ould make gr'Oups 'Of 4 and each pair w'Ould 

perf'Orm their dial'Ogue in企'Ont'Of the 'Other. The pair that was listβningwasω 

writβd'Own the useful expressi'Ons that they themselves w'Ould like ωuse. 1n 

the rep'O此 stage，pairs 'Of students w'Ould be selected by the 旬achersω

perf'Orm in企'Ont'Of the class. 1n the language analysis stage， the tβachers 

w'Ould focus students' attβnti'On to vari'Ous phrases used in the rep'Ort stage ω 

en∞urage their future use. 

3.2TheEx飴ntωwhich也e百自kEn∞uragedLanguage Use 

Table 2 sh'Ows h'Ow much English the students rep'Orted using during仕le

jumble 'On th町 selfevaluati'On sheets. 1t must be ackn'Owledged that the 

am'Ount 'Of English students rep'Orted speaking might n'Ot ref1ect h'Ow much 

English they actually sp'Oke. H'Owever， based 'On the 'Observati'Ons 'Ofthe auth'Or， 
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supervising JHS 飴acher and student-飴achers in additionωthe 

questionn氾reresponses， it阻 nbe ∞ncluded that the jumble task did not 

encourage 1姐伊ageuse as much as the teachers had anticipated. It was also 

observed that Class 2 students were more involved in engaging in the task 

and many pairs made the effort to use English. This回 nbe tentatively 

supported by questionnaire responses which show that more students in Class 

2 reported doing the task in “almost all English" than the students in the 

other classes. The disp訂 itybetween Class 1 and Class 2お pa出c叫町ly

∞nspicuous as 21 students in Class 2 reported doing the task in English 

∞mpared to 6 in Class 1. 

Table 2: Degree to which Students Reported Doing the Task in English 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 

Almost必1English 6 21 7 9 

Ha1fEnglish， ha1f Japanese 18 13 26 28 

Almost必1Japanese 14 5 4 。
τbtal 38 39 37 37 

To show why Class 1 and 2 had di宜erentres叫ts，Iw辺1compare how the 

teacher (Tl)血troducedthe task in Class 1ωthe teacher in Class 2 (T2). The 

excerp旬企umboth classes are below. In each class， the飴acherswere assisted 

by an assistant teacher， T3. The numbers in parentheses indicate the位me

elapsed for a pa此ic叫ardemonstration or explanation and '…， indicates a 

pause. 

EXi偲rpt1: Explanation姐 dDemons位ationofthe Jumble Task for Class 2 

(12:04) 

1 T2: Today... I and you use only English. Today'sωpic is use English... 

2 use English... make a stoηin English. Today， 1 have a picture 

3 book and itおonlyin English. He is Taro (pointsωthe picture of 

4 Taro) and he likes stones but bad things and lucky things happen 

5 to him. And this story has some new words， I show them ωyou. 
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(1:32) 

T2 introduces the new words. (1:55) 

6 T2: Next we play jumble. Jumble is ordering picture and at五IstmakeI 

7 同10people pairs. (E.早dainshow ωmake pairs inゐl]Janeseand I 

passes out the cards for品eJ泣mbJe.)

8 T2: We will show you how to play jumble. Jumble has two rules. 

9 Number 1， we speak only English， no Japanese. And Number 2， at 

10 first we read the sentence， at first， and then ordering picture. 1 

11 show you how ωplay jumble. In出.edemonstration we 0時1use 

12 English. Please look at us and listen ωus carefully. (4:07) 

T2 and T3 perform必edemonstration for thejumble. (4:04) 

13 T2: Nextおyourturn， you仕yto only use English like us. You c祖国e

14 也esephrases (pointsω the phrases on the board and repeaお

15 8: 必e11I).Do you understand? 

16 T2: No. 

17 No? (Explains what the students have ωdoinゐl]Janeseand does 

part ofthe demonstration again.) (1:28) 

8tudents start the task. 
L一一

Exα却 t2: Explanation and Demonstration ofthe Jumble Task for Class 1 

(10:5ω 

1 T1: Today we use only English. You， you speak only English， not 

2 8s: Japanese， OK? 

3 T1: OK 

4 You can do it! Today we use this pict旧 ebook， a picture book， the I 

5 title is Taro and the Magic 8tone. But this... this picture has very I 

6 必血c叫twords. 80 first check... check new wor出. (1=10) 

T3 wn'tes the goa1 on the board 吃TseEnglish to put必esωσω'gether;"and Tl 

teaches the new words. (2:紛

7 T1: Ok， you did very well.百daywew辺use白is(Tl shows the cards). 

8 You can use this [sic] picture cards and you make a sωry…You 

9 make a story... which is first， which is se∞nd... But before， we w丑I

10 show how to do this. Look care釦lly.(0:59) 
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Tl and T3 demons仕-ate也'etask while pOSi也 gusefUJ phras田 on也'eboard 、

and then have the studenおpracfi，白必ephrases. (5:07) 

11 T1: You can use the words with your p泊rso we will give you也ese

12 cards ωyour pa:ir and we... you w迎 dojumble and jumbleお

13 ordering cards and make a sωry with your partner. And there are 

14 two rules. First is use English and se∞nd is use these words 

15 (poinぉtothe words on the board) Make pa:irs in two阻 dmove 

16 your desks， ok? (1=14) 

Students are silent and inactive. 

What are the differenas in the way the tasks were introduced? First， in 

Class 2 (See Excerpt 1)， before demonstrating how ωplay jumble， T2 gives 

students the outline of the sωry (Lines 2・5)，explains to students what 

“jumble" is (Line 6)， passes out the cards that studenお willorder and tells 

them that they will order them in p担 s(Lines 6 -7)， and lastly tells students 

the rules for playing jumble (Lines 8・ 12).1n Class 1 aヨeeExcerpt 2)， the 

teacher forgot to te11 studen白血eoutline ofthe s加巧r(Lines 3・6)姐 ddidnot 

expl包nto the students that they would be ordering the cards in p釘rsor the 

rules of jumble (Lines 7・10)before demonstrating the jumble task. Another 

d延長renceis that in Class 2， T2 asks the students whether or not they 

understand after his English expl姐 ation(Line 15). When one student says no， 

he spends appro羽matelya minute explaining the task in Japanese and 

repeating part of the demons位ation.After this e却 lanation，w hen T2 signals 

for the students to begin they promptly start the task. 1n Class 1， however， 

after T1 tells the students ωbegin， there is silence and inaction. 1nteresti且gly，

of the four classes， Class 2 was the only one where the teacher used some 

Japanese ωexplain the task. Thus， it is possible that the teacher's Japanese 

explanation helped students understand what they should do during the task 

and was also a s仕ongfacωr in Class 2 having more students using English 

than the other classes. 

Regarding the planning and report stage of the task句rcle，in all the 

classes， students ωok longer ωdo the jumble task th姐 anticipatedleaving 

only 10・15minutes for the planning and report stages and the language 

analysis phase. This was not enough time. 1n Classes 1， 3， and 4 this problem 
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was exacerbated because the students did not田 eas much English for the 

jumble task as projected and thus struggledωtranscribe their必aloguein the 

planning stage. Despite these problems， students in each class were able ω 

present their dialogue in the report stage and the tβachers provided feedback. 

1t should be notβd that despite the lack of language use， participating in 

the task offered some benefits for the JHS students. A丘erobserving the 

classes and reading the students' questionnaire responses， the JHS teacher 

said that the teaching practice had made her realize that her students wanted 

ω位ymore speaking. 1n their ref1ections on也eirself evaluations， of the 151 

students， 58 wrote about a benefit they received金om出isexperience. This 

included such responses as也eywere happy ωhave the opportunityω 田 e

English or that they enjoyed位同gsomething new. Thirty-two students wro飴

about some aspect of their performanωthey would like ωimprove upon next 

time_ These responses ranged from wantingωuse more English next timeω 

wantingωuse the phrases they had studied that day. Since the ref1ections 

were open responses， itお impossibleωknowhow many students felt that 

they benefited企omthe experien田 orrealized their 0明 1areas in need of 

improvement. Nevertheless，也.eseresponses∞叫dindicate that students 

managed ωsee the value in speaking English during the task and were 

w出血gωp町 takein a similar task again. AB one student企omClass 3 wrote: 

Up to now because 1 could not use the English 1 studied much in 

conversation， 1 have not been very skilled in English_ A武erthis， 1 would 

like ωstudy 'English that 1 c姐 use.'rAuthor's位anslation]

3_3τeachers' Disωveries about Features of Tasks that Enωurage Language 

Use 

Based on this teaching practice， the teachers wrote about waysω 

en∞urage language use during tasks in their lettersωJane W出isand 

presentβd their discoveries in the last seminar. This section will describe the 

main dis∞，veries that teachers made. The first discovery was that the 

presentation and demons位ationof the t田 k血 thepre-task stage can often 

determine the ul位matesucωss of the t白 k For example， T2， who taught 

Classes 2 and 3 wrote the following: 
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Especially 1 felt the importance of pre-task because it influences all 

following activities. 1 taught two classes， [Class 2] and [Class 3]， and 

[Class 2] students used more English and more students evaluated 

them [sic.1 on their reflection paper that也ey出edωuseEnglish a lot. 

Why did this di宜erenceoccur? 1 think that because [Class 2] students 

understood the task and what to do before the task， they ∞uld tryωuse 

English phrases仕omthe demons位ation.

Second， teachers dis∞，vered the importana of giving students a 

rationale for doing a task. Giving learners a rationale means explaining也e

purpose and u凶ityof a task which Dornyei (2001， p.79) presen旬 asnecess紅 y

to present tasks in a motivating way. A rationale for students to do the task is 

that the experienωof using the English they had studied previously will help 

them improve in using that lan伊 age(W出 s，1996， p.15). 1n all four巴lasses，

however， teachers ω，ld students that the goal of the lesson was， "Use English 

ωput也esωηωgether，"but did not give any rationale for doing the task nor 

an outline of the lesson. Thus， students went through the task cycle -task， 

planning， reporting -not knowing what would ∞me next in any of the stages 

nor the rationaleあra particular stage. Thus， T1 wrote，“1 think it is not a 

good thing for teachers ωonly give tasks ωstudents without explaining the 

ou出血 becausestudents町 enot robots." 

Third， teachers discovered the impo此anceof gi泊ngrules for doing the 

task. Before the demonstration in Class 2， T2 gave students the following 

rules:“We speak only English， no Japanese" and “…at五rstwe read the 

sentena [on the cards]…then ordering picture." Rβgarding the se∞nd rule， 

for students ωbe able ωorganize the cards it was necessary for them ω 

understand the text on the card. Thus， the teachers asked the students ω 

read the texts carefully before beginning the task. This was a strate町 for

completing the task and when learners understand s位ategiesfor completing a 

task， they町 elikely ωbe more motiva句dωp町 takeinitωりrnyei，2001， p.79). 

Regarding the缶百trule， T2 told the students they co叫duse only English 

during the task before the demonstration so that they wo叫dpay a此entionω

the lan伊 ageused in it. He wro句 thatthis rule“helped [the studenぉJknow 
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what to look and 1istβn to during the demonstration." 

Fourth， teachers discovered the importana of supplementing Eng1ish 

explanations with the Ll when students are not following the task 

explanations. As discussed ear1ier， in the classes where there were no 

supplementa可 e却 lanationsin Japanese， students struggled白 understand

what they had to do for the task. T3 wro旬，“'Althoughwe need ωuse Eng1ish 

as much as possible， it is someti血 esbe此er白山eJapanese ωhelp [the 

studenぉ:]understand important things." 

The last dis∞very that teachers made was the neassity to consider the 

place of tasks in the secondary school Eng1ish curriculum. For example， T3 

wro旬，“perhapsstudents want 白 u田 thelanguage that they learned.， so the 

teacher should provide the time and chances fur students to speak in pairs or 

groups." T3 elaboratβd that the predominant tβaching style in Japan is 

Presentation， Practia and Production但PP)so teachers should considerもow

ωapply [tasks] inωPPP." 1n the seminar也isled ωa  discussion of Task 

Supported Language Learning (TSLT) in which tasks are used as a meansω 

accomp1ish the pedagogic goals of a syllabus versus Task Based Language 

Teaching (TBLT) where the syllabusおantβredon tasks. Takashiroa (2005) 

advocates TSLT for Japanese schools because the curriculum is based on a 

structural syllabus. 

4. Concl田白n皿 dImpli回 .tio国

The questionnaire data showed that teachers did not su∞eed in 

promoting student language use to the extβnt that they had hoped but their 

letters show that they learned ways to introduce a task in order to en∞urage 

learners to use Eng1ish. Furthermore， the tβachers also developed a sense of 

the plaa oftasks in the Japanese secondary school curriculum. Lastly， m阻 y

of the JHS students reported that they appreciated the opportunityωuse 

Eng1ish and出eJHS teacher expressed an intβrest in increasing speaking 

activities. Thus， although the results were both positive and negative， 1 

be1ieve that efforts to use tasks in pre.service teacher educa位oncan both help 

pre"service teachers learn how to promo旬 languageuse and benefit students. 

1n the remainder ofthis paper 1 will make two proposals for how this practice 
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団 nbe improved. 

The first proposal is旬 providetβachers with more assistance for 

crea出 gthe lesson plan when they are not experienced with using tasks. In 

this study也eteachers spent most of their time revising the lesson plan 

rather than practicing the lesson itself. This lack of practice was evident in 

how也eyexplained and demonstrated the task in the pre-task stage. Thus， in 

cases where the teachers are not白miliarwith tasks， the instructor should 

consider choosing the task and designing the basic structure of the lesson so 

that the teachers伺 ndevote more time旬 practicinghow to explai且 and

demonstra飴 tasksas well as handle unexpected problems (i.e. what activities 

ωabbreviate when time becomes scarce， how to encourage hesitant students 

to speak， etc) 

The second proposal is that teachers eliminate the planning stage of 

Willis's task cycle to allow 飴achersmore time to explain the task and students 

more ti皿 eto prepare. It will also provide students the opportunityωdo a 

second task to monitor how their performance improved. It has been shown 

that repetition of the same task as well as giving learners su血cienttime for 

preparation can lead ωlearners improving on the complexity and fluency of 

their language during the task (See Yoshikawa et al.， 2008， for a discussion of 

this). Taking this inωaccount， the teachers in this study， the JHS teacher and 

the au也ordetermined也atfuture出 alsshould allow for sufficient time in也e

pre-task stage for the teacher to explain the rationale behind tasks and 

demons仕ate the task. A氏erstudents understand what they have to do and 

也erationale behind the task， they should then do two similar tasks. During 

the first task， they are encouraged 旬国eas much English as possible and 

a武erwardsthe teacher calls on a few pairs to demonstrate. The teacher gives 

comments on students' performance and students share how they did the task 

in Jap釘 lese.A氏erthis， students do the second task in English only. 

Afterwards也eteacher asks some students to demonstrate the task and gives 

feedback. For evaluation， students compare也eirperformance in也efirst叩 d

second task. 

Overall， this study has demonstrated that 町戸ng new tβaching 

methodologies can be a必血c叫tpro田 ssbut that there is something to be 

learned even企ompartially successful出 als.It is my beliefthat increasing the 
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amount of English used in JHS and SHS classrooms will require teachers ω 

experiment with new旬a出且gme也odologiesand learn how ωapplythem ω 

their ∞ntexts企omtheir sucωsses and failures. Itお thereforeessential that 

teacher education introduce aspiring teachers ω也isproωss.

Lastly， 1 would like to note that T2 ultimatelyωok up the topic of 

explanation and demons位ationin the pre.task stage for his graduate thesお.A

summ紅 yofhis study can be seen in the current issue of this journal 
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AppendixA: Thxt ofsω'ry:岨Throand the Magi.c Sωne" 

Card 1: Taro lives with his mo也erand father. Taro likes s加 les.

Card 2: One day he宣ndsa red stone. It rains. He says官 esunny!" 

Card 3: It is sunny! 

Card 4: He goes home but he sees a lion. He says， ''1 want to be a rock!" 

Card 5: Taro is a rock. He cannot go home. 

Card 6: Taro's mo也erand father saぁ“Wecannot:find Taro!" 

Card 7: 80， they ask the polia. 
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Cards 8， 9 and 10 (They appear together): Autumn comes. Winter comes. 

8pring comes. 

Card 11: One day in May， Taro's mo也erandfa也erhave a picnic. T紅白血ther

宣ndsthe red stone. 

Card 12: Taro says， ''1 wantωbe a donkey!" 

Card 13: (There is no text but the picture shows也atTaro has turned back 

mωa donkey). 
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